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Mogra Plant with Mug for Coffee Lover Dad

Show your Father that you really care for him and express your love by gifting him fragrant mogra plant potted in a plastic pot along with
pebbles, ribbon and a coffee mug.

Fragrant flowering plant.
Best plant for sunny balcony.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Variant price modifier:
Base price with tax
Price with discount ?628
Salesprice with discount
Sales price ?628
Sales price without tax ?628
Discount
Tax amount

Ask a question about this product

Description

Dispatched within: 3 days

What makes it special
The Mogra plant is a very popular flowering plant around the world because of its unique fragrance. Either your father loves to drink coffee or he
is a fragrance buff person he will love this gift as it contains both a fragrant flowering plant and a coffee mug.
Jasmines meanings vary depending on the culture and setting. In some cultures, Jasmine represents appreciation and good luck. When used in
religious ceremonies jasmine represents purity.

What you get

Name
Certified Coffee Drinker Daddy Printed Mug
Ribbon (Red, 2.5 cm Width)
Super Marble Pebbles (White, Small, Polished)

Quantity
1
1
1

Details
Details
Details
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- 25 g
Jasminum sambac, Mogra, Arabian Jasmine Plant
5.1 inch (13 cm) Round Thermoform Pot
(Terracotta Color)
5.3 inch (13 cm) Ronda No. 1412 Wooden
Finish Round Plastic Planter (Brown)
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Benefits
You will get a mogra plant potted in a plastic pot, coffee mug, and pebbles in a single gift pack.
Mogra plant has attractive and sweetly fragrant flowers.
Planting Mogra around houses helps to beautify and adorn houses and gardens.
Mogra flowers also used for religious purposes during festivals, rituals, events, and cultural activities.

Disclaimer

Helpful links

Reviews
Monday, 03 February 2020
very durable plant to a wide range of conditions
Rajesh Kumar Patel
Wednesday, 27 November 2019
Hope many more to purchase and recommend to buy from this seller without giving room second thought
Shwetabh Pathak
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